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activism in art, springer-verlag wien, 2001. wright, stephen. “the future of the reciprocal readymade: an essay
on use-value and art-related ... social practice bibio author: jose serrano-mcclain dialogical art as a
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community-based art practice, namely wochenklausur projects. as a response to sociological problems ... as a
speciﬁ c form of social activism, dialogical art could be connected with social work or social research. the
politics of the social in contemporary art - tate - histories of art and activism. he has published in the
oxford art journal, third text, radical philosophy, the journal of aesthetics and protest; co-authored a user's
guide to demanding the impossible (minor compositions, 2011) and edited the forthcoming collection art,
production and social movement (autonomedia, 2013). general reflections on artist organisations
international - bavo’s case for radical activism – a practice radical in both its political analysis and its artistic
approach – only becomes possible as artists and their own organisations gain more control over the nature and
the objectives of their projects. page: 2 / 11 — reflections on artist organisations international onlineopen a
directory of cultural professionals - culture360ef - wochenklausur (wochenklausur), where she has been
involved in a number of international art projects relating to socio-political and ecological topics. she founded
the art associations art & kunststoff, worked as a designer and worked for many years for the austrian cultural
service, a former federal art education organisation. the limits of critique: 'artivism' and post-politics the limits of critique: 'artivism' and post-politics by manuel delgado over the last three decades, political art
has taken different forms which have been grouped – in an imprecise way, and accompanied by the typical
problems of defining limits and content, as so often happens when reducing into a unit – under the general
label of different angles on secondhand clothing - fashionplay - different angles on secondhand clothing
... what this form of recycling is doing to fashion has purposefully been going on in the art world since
duchamp, ... wochenklausur, sociopolitical activism in art. wien: springer ...
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